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P E O P L E

Will  Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel's Bitterly
Divisive Polit ics Poison the City's Cultural

Renaissance?

B e n  D a v i s ,  F r i d a y ,  O c t o b e r  2 ,  2 0 1 5

Chicago's Navy Pier

Eyes are on Chicago as it kicks off its first-ever Architecture Biennial. The

ambitious event opens under the heading of "The State of the Art of

Architecture," touting various conversations about the stakes of urban

transformation—so some questions about culture's evolving place in

the economic and political life of the Windy City itself may be in order.

When I was in town recently, three stories fit together for me to form a

kind of perfect collage narrative on the theme.

The first was Expo Chicago, a sprawling spectacle of 140-some galleries

along Navy Pier, stately and professional and well-turned-out. Perched

atop the great, glittering platform of the lake, you might have almost

forgotten that the city had any real woes.
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Hank Willis Thomas and The Cause Collective's Truth Booth in front of Expo Chicago
Photo: Expo Chicago Instagram

The success of this four-year-old fair has a local point-of-pride feel. Its

fortunes are particularly symbolic in that, before Miami became the

indisputable center of the US art-market calendar, Art Chicago had held a

major place since the 1980s. Its final incarnation shuttered in 2012, with

its organizers bemoaning the torpor of Chicago collectors and the ever-

more-competitive landscape of art fairs.

The story of the erosion of Chicago's place by Miami, in fact, reads as a

perfect parable of the cutthroat competition in an age when local

economies live or die on the whims of fickle, hyper-mobile contemporary

wealth.

Chicago's hard-charging, bitterly divisive mayor Rahm Emanuel serves as

“honorary chair" of Expo Chicago's Civic Committee and is hip to the

place that high-end art holds in the game of urban branding. Even before

he was elected, he was telling Time Out Chicago that it was the city's

cultural amenities that had lured Boeing's corporate headquarters from

Seattle, and vowing, “we should restore the Chicago Art Expo's rightful

place next to the Basel Expo in Miami."

One of his early initiatives, in 2012—the same year Expo launched—was to

publish a 50-page “City of Chicago Culture Plan." The Architecture

Biennial advertises that it fulfills “Mayor Rahm Emanuel's vision of a major

international architectural event" as laid down in that plan.

One has to say that the Biennial is a great idea: Chicago has an

unparalleled and largely untapped resource in its legendary skyline. As

Crain's Chicago Business wrote recently, "nobody in Chicago is rooting

against its success."

Full Chicago Biennial Trailer

http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2012-02-08/entertainment/ct-ent-0209-art-expo-dead-20120208_1_art-chicago-ken-tyburski-mark-falanga
http://www.haymarketbooks.org/pb/Mayor-1
http://www.artnet.com/magazineus/news/artnetnews/rahm-emanuel-sophie-calle-banksy11-11-10.asp
https://www.cityofchicago.org/content/dam/city/depts/dca/Cultural%20Plan/ChicagoCulturalPlan2012.pdf
http://chicagoarchitecturebiennial.org/about/
http://www.chicagobusiness.com/article/20150929/NEWS07/150929839/will-the-chicago-architecture-biennial-be-a-success
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SQm6xK-DvBo
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But Chicago is a city terribly divided, and the attempt to “redefine the

city, particularly its creative sector," as the Biennial claims to do, has not

come without certain pushback from that sector either.

When local artist Marc Fischer, member of the group Temporary Services,

was asked by the Architect's Newspaper to answer some boilerplate

questions about the importance of the upcoming Biennial for Chicago, he

responded with a blistering open letter, much-shared via social media.

In addition to slamming the Biennial for being sponsored by oil giant BP,

whose art patronage has become controversial after the UK's relentless

Art Not Oil campaign, Fischer also offered a series of alternative

suggested questions for the paper:

What are you most looking forward to about Rahm Emanuel

calling for the largest property tax increase in modern

Chicago history?

What's your favorite mental health clinic now that six of them

have been closed by Mayor Emanuel?

Top 5 pieces of Chicago architecture chosen from the 49

schools closed by Rahm Emanuel?

What's Chicago's most architectural space used for torture in

the secret black site in Homan Square?

Which skyscraper provides the greatest distraction from

issues of real consequence that impact the lives of the

Chicago residents that live everywhere else?

Good questions, all.

***

All of this was on my mind as I thought about the second big art story of

that same weekend: the spectacular gala benefit preview of Chicago artist

Theaster Gates's new Stony Island Arts Bank, located on the city's South

Side in an abandoned bank gorgeously remodeled into a multifaceted art

center. It is scheduled to open officially this weekend, alongside the

Architecture Biennial.

http://www.temporaryservices.org/
http://hardcorearchitecture.tumblr.com/image/128419608310
https://news.artnet.com/art-world/activists-protests-london-museums-332258
https://news.artnet.com/art-world/theaster-gates-rebuild-foundation-gala-334425
https://rebuild-foundation.squarespace.com/
http://www.chicagoarchitecture.org/2015/09/23/rebuild-foundation-and-theaster-gates-open-newly-restored-stony-island-arts-bank/
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The Stony Island Arts Bank
Image: Courtesy Chicago Architecture Biennial

Although it has never been the art-market center that New York is,

Chicago has long been rich in artists. The city's landscape has also been

shaped by an electric tradition of social justice activism. One of the

consequences of this configuration of forces is that Chicago has been

particularly on the vanguard of what has come to be known as “social

practice," the much-talked-about genre of art-as-activism or activism-as-

art.

The University of Chicago Press has recently been publishing a series

dedicated to Chicago's “social practice" heritage that now runs five

volumes, and this strain of work remains so lively in the present that it is

hard to keep track of all the worthy initiatives. Even as I was at Expo

listening to Hans Ulrich Obrist toss his polished softball questions at

hometown painting legends the Hairy Who, a space called Experimental

Station on the South Side was hosting the “Drone Fair," uniting artists and

activists working around drone surveillance.

Theaster Gates is of this “social practice" tradition but also something

else again. He rose to fame via the Dorchester Projects, an artsy

renovation of a South Side house into a cool event space, and has steadily

expanded the scope of his ambitions to encompass movie theaters,

housing developments, and vast public art commissions.

http://www.abladeofgrass.org/blog/ablog/2013/sep/18/growing-dialogue-what-effectiveness-socially-engag/
http://press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/series/SAIC-CSPH.html
http://experimentalstation.org/
https://blackfilmcenterarchive.wordpress.com/2013/06/06/chicagos-hidden-treasure-the-black-cinema-house/
http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/local/ct-dorchester-collaborative-met-20141111-story.html
http://www.transitchicago.com/95thTerminal/
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Rebuild Foundation CEO Ken Stewart and artist Theaster Gates
Photo by Kelly Taub/BFA.com, Courtesy of Rebuild Foundation

At the same time he has by now been present at every major mainstream

art-world event: the Whitney Biennial, Documenta, the Venice Biennale. He

remains thoroughly invested in the traditional luxury-goods dynamic,

maintaining a veritable art factory in a former Anheuser-Busch plant, and

using the proceeds of gallery sales to fund his urban infrastructure

projects in what he dubs a “circular ecological system."

The same forces that have intensified inequality and devalued so many

lives have also raised the value of “rich people things" to brain-

numbing heights, and it is Gates's distinction that he sees this not as an

embarrassment but as an opportunity to exploit. Thus, the renovation of

the Arts Bank was funded by selling marble scraps from the renovation as

artworks at Switzerland's Art Basel through his blue-chip, market-making

London gallery, White Cube, raising a half-million dollars to transform

this black, poor neighborhood.

Theaster Gates Bank Bond, on sale from White Cube
Image: Courtesy White Cube

You root for Gates because he is a son of Chicago and he is bringing

http://whitney.org/Exhibitions/2010Biennial/TheasterGates
http://d13.documenta.de/participants/participants/theaster-gates/
http://www.phaidon.com/agenda/art/articles/2015/may/05/theaster-gates-on-his-venice-biennale-show/
https://instagram.com/p/S6BYtdm_Ny/
https://books.google.com.co/books?id=JyqDOe6NaCwC&pg=PA101&lpg=PA101&dq=chris+lehmann+rich+people+things+damien+hirst&source=bl&ots=cBz0zMe8x7&sig=t3nXEkKMtPzaeJCNiNaLCO13mFg&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0CBsQ6AEwAGoVChMIp6btjv2iyAIVQVweCh0dfgnx
http://whitecube.com/news/theaster_gates_bank_bond_edition/
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amenities to Chicago's African-American community, which has a history

of being brutally mistreated when it is not being brutally neglected. What

people say of the Architecture Biennial—that "nobody in Chicago is

rooting against its success"—seems true of everyone I have talked to

when it comes to Gates's initiatives, though off the record and on it,

skepticism has been growing.

Coming from New York, I know I have to clear my head a bit when

considering the stakes of Gates's endeavor: spatial dynamics are quite a

bit different in New York or San Francisco, which are ruthlessly overbuilt

and overinvested, and places like Detroit or Chicago, which have shrinking

populations and acres of vacant space.

For artists in the former, the question is, “how do we avoid attracting

attention and triggering gentrification?"; for artists in the latter, it is “how

do we attract attention to trigger some small dose of investment?"

But the very fact that this question takes such a polarized on-off form is a

symptom of the way urban space in our day is being stretched on the rack

of inequality, with capital either too-present or not present at all. And the

questions of displacement—not at all trivial in a city that has infamously

systematically destroyed all of its high-rise public housing, dispersing

vast numbers of low-income families—lurk somewhere on the horizon.

“[I]t's fine for my neighborhood to change around me," the artist once told

Art in America. “It would even be fine if in five years, maybe because of

me, the whole thing is lily-white." Now he treads a bit more lightly around

this topic, talking about the Arts Bank as being a place to have

conversations about “active growth without gentrification, without new

communities—how to remake the communities that we have already here

stronger."

Still, given the kinds of alliances he has forged, I wonder how

consistent or frank or thoroughgoing these conversations can possibly be

when it comes to the powers that have shaped and divided Chicago.

https://www.academia.edu/11969060/Art_and_Gentrification_The_uses_and_abuses_of_social_practice
http://www.psmag.com/books-and-culture/shrinking-city-chicago-97941
http://www.chicagomag.com/Chicago-Magazine/The-312/April-2012/Did-the-Destruction-of-Chicagos-Public-Housing-Decrease-Violent-Crime-Or-Just-Move-It-Elsewhere/
http://www.artinamericamagazine.com/news-features/magazine/theaster-gates/
http://www.artspace.com/magazine/interviews_features/qa/theaster-gates-interview-53126
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Splash magazine cover story on Rahm Emanuel and Theaster Gates

The Arts Bank could only happen because Rahm Emanuel threw

himself behind it, gifting the bank building to Gates for a dollar. The two

men are now wedded together in the world of civic photo

opportunities; Splash magazine ran a photo spread last year of the two

practically wrestling in the snow together, driving around the South Side

and chatting about how they would transform it. Emanuel was the

“honorary co-chair" of the “Build / Rebuild" benefit, which raised more

than a million dollars, with seats going for $5,000.

Barack Obama, Emanuel's former boss from his days as White House

enforcer, penned a fulsome personal letter saluting the Stony Island Arts

Bank initiative that Gates read out. Somehow I don't think that the

Experimental Station's “Drone Fair" got such salutations from the

President, currently the world's most enthusiastic fan of robot-based

aerial killing.

The Rebuild Foundation's "BUILD / REBUILD" benefit at the newly restored Stony
Island Arts Bank

Photo by Kelly Taub/BFA.com, Courtesy of Rebuild Foundation

Gates's achievement is to have moved “social practice" from being the

doughty, do-gooder cousin of mainstream market-oriented art to its star

attraction, something positively glamorous. This formula has made him

perhaps the most powerful artist in America, commanding six-figure

prices and deploying his force-of-nature charisma to reshape a city.

But what happens when the vision of the real estate developers,

politicians, and wealthy individuals Gates has staked his future in alliance

with clash with the interests of the community he claims to serve? If this

clash never comes, then the stakes of the experiment were a lot lower

than we thought.

http://splash.suntimes.com/2014/01/17/art-change-mayor-rahm-emanuel-theaster-gates
http://nymag.com/news/newrepublic/64454/
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***

Which brings me to the third big story of the weekend, the third point of

the triangle.

At about the same time the Stony Island Arts Bank was gearing up for its

ritzy gala in Grand Crossing, the battle over Walter H. Dyett High School

was coming to a climax in nearby Bronzeville.

The Dyett hunger strikers at a candlelight vigil on September 7, 2015
Image: Courtesy Coalition to Revitalize Dyett

The protest has swollen out of the mayor's highhanded tactics in closing

public schools in mainly minority neighborhoods. As Dyett was set to be

phased out, neighborhood residents came together to form their own

detailed plan to preserve the school, reopening it as a public academy

based on "global leadership and green technology."

The Emanuel-appointed school board proved unresponsive. Parents and

activists viewed the closure as of a piece with the displacement of

communities of color in Chicago. The sense of community voices being

marginalized reached such a fever pitch that in August, a dozen parents,

grandparents, and supporters decided to refuse solid foods until they

were heard.

Protesters take over town hall meeting

http://www.democracynow.org/2015/9/4/chicago_hunger_strikers_enter_day_19
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SJq2amrC9Pc
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At multiple public meetings in the last month, the issue of Dyett loomed

large. At one, protesters occupied the stage and chanted, “Rahm don't

care" and “The blood is on your hands." The struggle gathered national

attention.

Overpass Light Brigade and Milwaukee Teacher's Education Association stage an
action in solidarity with Dyett

Image: via Teachers for Social Justice

Faced with the uproar, at the beginning of September, Chicago Public

Schools reversed course, announcing that it would reopen Dyett, but,

almost out of seeming spite, not as the green technology school the

community was calling for, but as an arts school. Calling the plan a

compromise, the board said it would negotiate no more.

And so, the hunger strikers persisted, with Jitu Brown telling Chicago

Tonight:

[W]hen the mayor imposed an arts school on the community, it

was insulting and that's why we didn't stop. Because, what's

the number one industry for unemployment—the arts. We are

not opposed to a strong arts program in our school, but we

just want to see a school that prepares our young people to

be the next scientists, the next civic leaders and the next

doctors.

The insistence on the arts focus in education will be familiar to anyone

who has read Emanuel's 2012 City of Chicago Cultural Plan. Apparently,

the attempt to impose this agenda by fiat is not the winning strategy

he had counted on.

http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/local/politics/ct-mayor-emanuel-dyett-protesters-met-0903-20150902-story.html
http://www.nytimes.com/video/us/100000003895513/a-hunger-strike-in-chicago.html
http://cps.edu/News/Press_releases/Pages/PR1_09_03_2015.aspx
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#art fairs #artists #ben davis #exhibitions #foundations

Jitu Brown announcing the end of the Dyett Hunger Strike
Image: Courtesy Teachers for Social Justice

The Saturday of Expo and the Arts Bank gala, the Dyett strikers at last

broke their fast. They claimed the opening of Dyett as a neighborhood

school as a partial victory, but said that it had become apparent that the

powers-that-be would let them die. Jitu Brown addressed supporters

about the lessons of the struggle:

[T]his hunger strike has taught people that we don't have to

fight by other people's rules. And we can make the decision…

if you could please repeat after me…make the decision…that

you will not bow down to people that don't love your children.

Make the decision…make the decision…that justice is worth

being uncomfortable for.

As engaging as Theaster Gates's work is, you have to wonder why when he

presents his plans for the South Side, Emanuel listens, whereas when

Bronzeville's hard-pressed, caring parents offer their own vision, they

must literally risk death to be heard.

And yet, the activists have pushed back against the attempt to maul the

fabric of their community, galvanizing the conversation about racism and

education in Chicago and nationally. If the Stony Island Arts Bank wants

to host a real conversation about what it takes "to remake the

communities that we have already here stronger," there is wisdom here

about what that will actually mean.

In the wake of the struggle, Chicago Public Schools announced a slate of

appointees who would set the agenda of the new school. Among the

figures to sit on the new Dyett's advisory board's art committee, in fact,

will be Theaster Gates. The protesters say they suggested a variety of

people, but none were tapped.

They say that the battle—which is also the battle over what it will really

mean to “redefine the city" culturally—will go on.

Follow artnet News on Facebook.
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